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objective measures of public interest in the proceedings of local
government bodies. Oxford is fortunate in having a weekly and a
daily local paper which give a good deal of space to reporting the
activities of the local authorities. In this, Oxford is better served
than most provincial towns, and it is therefore remarkable that there
is not more evidence of popular interest in these matters. It cannot
be said that the general public attends council meetings to any great
extent; indeed, even if they wished it would be impossible for them
to do so in the case of the city council, where there is only provision
in the council chamber for some twenty spectators at most. Com-
plaints are also made of the inconvenience and bad acoustics of the
spectators' gallery at the County Hall. In 1932 the press and public
were excluded from most of the deliberations of the city council,
and a great many matters were decided in what was technically a
'committee of the whole council'. Under that system 'leakages' and
'revelations' were not infrequent. Now, a return to greater publicity
is to be made; it remains to be seen whether the increased number
of public meetings will increase public interest in the council's pro-
ceedings. Public meetings are still held to protest against this or
that action of the council, and it seems to us—this must always be a
matter of personal opinion—that the council is fairly sensitive to
such expressions of public feeling. Indeed, the frequent vacillations
of policy, to which attention is drawn below,1 seem to be due to such
popular agitations carried on in the press and by means of public
meetings.
These agitations appear to be invariably critical of something
which the council has done, or is alleged to have done—especially
of any increase in expenditure. We can find no instance since 1901 of
a new service being established by the council as the direct result of a
popular demand arising outside the council. Nor does any big increase
of expenditure necessarily arouse public interest—for example, the
big new waterworks scheme does not seem to have attracted much
attention at the time it was adopted.
In the county area, parish meetings seem to be fairly often held
to protest against this or that, or even to demand a new service. At
the time of the Oxford boundary extension the parishes on the fringe
showed a good deal of activity. Again, Eynsham effectively pro-
tested against its kck of services and successfully demanded to have
its own parochial committee of the rural district council. Kenning-
ton's complaints about its inadequate provision of street lighting,
because the two neighbouring parishes which shared jurisdiction

